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Two New
Research
Groups
Until now, the research groups for a
given three-year period were selected
only around nine months in advance,
along with the Mandel postdoctoral
fellows. In a move to allow faculty
members and graduate students more
time to plan ahead, this past year
we moved to a new system, in which
research groups are chosen a year and
nine months in advance. This change
required a transition, so in September
2014 the Center announced calls for
groups for two research groups: one, on
the old system, for 2015–2018, and
one, on the new system, for 2016–
2019. Beginning in the fall of 2015,
only the new system will be employed.
After reviewing several interesting
and innovative proposals the Center's
academic committee chose the
following two groups.

Dr. Yosefa Raz

Liturgy and Art as Constructors
of Cultural Memory
in the Middle Ages (2015-2018)
Liturgy is intrinsically interdisciplinary and comprises musical, dramatic, theatrical,
and devotional elements of great consequence to believers far and wide. It is both
history and theology, reflecting and propagating values that inform individuals
and communities alike, playing a vital role in the construction of sacred and lay
memory. As a multi-sensory experience, liturgy maintains a dynamic relationship
with the surrounding space and its visual components, including art, artifacts, and
architecture. This research group, which comprises four medieval historians, among
them a musicologist and two art historians, seeks to engage in a comparative and
interdisciplinary discourse, in order to contextualize liturgical practice within
the production of medieval cultural memory, and within the symbolic traditions
expressed through liturgy and the arts. Our sources include texts, rituals, music
and visual media from Western Europe (Christian and Jewish) and the Latin
Levant. The exploration of the written, visual, and musical constructs will reveal
the values and ideals conveyed and instilled through Jewish and Christian liturgical
commemoration, and how these activated the believer’s idea of community and
their place within it.
The group’s members, shown above, are: Netta Amir (European Forum, HUJI);
Dr. Sharon Aronson-Lehavi (Theatre and Performance Studies, Dept. of
Comparative Literature, Bar-Ilan University); Dr. Yossi Maurey and Uri Yaacov
(Dept. of Musicology, HUJI); Dr. Galit Noga-Banai, Dr. Sarit Shalev-Eyni, Avia
Shemesh and Noam Yadin-Evron (Dept. of Art History, HUJI), Prof. Iris Shagrir
(Dept. of History, Philosophy and Judaic Studies, Open University).

Materials for Change (2016-2019)
This research team will study the dynamics of historical and contemporary
processes of change, focusing on “the material” in its various manifestations as
a unifying agent that mediates the economic, social, cultural, and religious in
periods of massive and rapid change. Concomitantly, the team will emphasize the
role of the material – be it tools, objects, artifacts and food – as an active agent
of change in human history and in contemporary society in different regions of
the world. Emphasis on the duality of material, as reflecting social and political
processes and as an active force shaping such processes, will enhance a deeper
understanding of how historical and contemporary courses of change emerge,
and how they are negotiated, challenged, and reworked. A major strength of this
research team is in its synergy of disciplines, theories, and methodologies in
the social sciences and humanities. Team members study processes of change in
various regions and historical contexts stretching over a wide chronological axis.
Two of the team members, Prof. Gideon Shelach and Dr. Leore Grosman, are
archeologists who study the dramatic shift from nomadic hunting and gathering
to sedentary agriculture in different parts of the world, mainly the Levant and
Northeast China. A third member, Prof. Rina Talgam, studies art history as
a venue for understanding the cultural and social history of the Middle East
from the Hellenistic period until the Umayyad era. The forth senior member,
Dr. Nir Avieli, is a cultural anthropologist who conducts ethnographic research
in Vietnam and in Israel and studies the interface of food and culture. Team
members share an interest in processes of change and in the emphasis they place
on the material as an active agent in such processes. The diverse thematic and
methodological scopes of the team members will enhance mutual enrichment and
facilitate fresh approaches to the study of change in an interdisciplinary setting
combining social sciences and humanities.

A call for applicants for the “Materials for Change” group’s four junior members will be announced around February 2016. The selected members
must be HUJI PhD students by the beginning of the 2016/2017 academic year.

Dr. Judith Weiss

Our new Mandel postdoctoral Fellows
More than a hundred applicants
applied for the Mandel postdoctoral
fellowships. After review of their
applications and files, the Center’s
academic committee selected eight
finalists to lecture at our annual lecture
Marathon and to be interviewed. That
fascinating and intensive day, December
22, resulted in the selection of our two
Mandel Fellows for 2015-2018: Dr.
Yosefa Raz and Dr. Judith Weiss.
Yosefa Raz is a graduate of Hebrew
University’s English Literature
Department and Amirim Honors
Program. She went on to complete
an MA in English Literature at UC
Davis and a PhD in Jewish Studies
at UC Berkeley, where she focused
on the biblical prophetic texts and
their reception in modernity. During
2014/15 she was a postdoctoral fellow
at the University of Toronto. Her

research proposal for Mandel Scholion
builds on her work on weakness and
failure in biblical prophecy, extending
it to discuss the figure of Rachel in
the prophecy of Jeremiah and the
construction of Rachel’s tomb as a
pilgrimage site.
Judith Weiss studied Jewish Thought
and Musicology at the Hebrew

University, and completed her
doctorate as a Kreitman Fellow at
Ben-Gurion University in 2013. Her
published studies deal with medieval
Jewish Kabbalah as well as with
Christian interest in Kabbalah during
the Renaissance. Her PhD dissertation
was dedicated to the annotated Latin
translation of the Zohar composed by
Guillaume Postel. After a year in Paris

studying Christian Latin manuscripts
dealing with Kabbalah, Weiss was
a 2014/15 Lady Davis Fellow at
the Hebrew University. During her
tenure at Mandel Scholion she intends
to expose and identify the actual
kabbalistic traditions immersed in
Kabbalistic Christian writings, estimate
their scope, and describe their unique
ways of adaptation.
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Picturing Royal Charisma
in the Near East
By Arlette David
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The first day opened with a session
entitled “Enabling Continuity” and
Tallay Ornan’s (HUJI) lecture on
the iconic figure of Hammurabi as
an uppermost representative of the
glory of the ancient Near East in the
modern era and the modifications of
his image during the long life of his
famous law code stele. It was followed
by Rachel Milstein’s (HUJI) views on
the continuity of Near Eastern royal
images from ancient to late-antique
courts that were imported into Islamic
art and attributed to the ruling caliphs
and sultans, despite the negation of the
institution of kingship by the Prophet
Muhammad.
Under the title “God or Beast?,”
the second session welcomed the
exploration by Claudia E. Suter
(University of Basel) of the image of

the early Mesopotamian king as the
primary nexus between heaven and
earth and its supra-human attributes.
Then Arlette David (HUJI) focused
on hybridism as a visual mark of
divinity in ancient Egypt and explored
Akhenaten’s visual transformation,
from divine king marked by animalhuman hybridism to an entirely human
metaphor of Atenist divinity.
The last session of the day was
dedicated to “The Power of Symbols,”
beginning with Dimitri Laboury’s
(Université de Liège/FNRS)
description of Queen Hatshepsut’s
evolving image as adapted to her
growing political power and leading to
a fully masculine representation. Irit
Ziffer (Eretz Israel Museum) presented
the case of the smooth-faced eunuchs
belonging to the closest entourage
of the Assyrian kings (as opposed to
the bearded officials of the palace),
and their role as emblem of the ruler’s
power. In her contribution, Liat Naeh
(HUJI) proposed to see Levantine
ivories of the Late Bronze Age as
symbols of the local ruler’s power and
lifestyle, manifesting his local royal
identity in the expensive material used
to make his throne ornate.
The last and enchanting event of the
day was a colorful performance of
the Miriam Peretz Dance Ensemble,
associating traditional Persian music,
dance, and poetry.

The joint Mandel Scholion – Israel Institute for Advanced Studies Conference on Picturing Royal
Charisma in the Near East, on January 12–14, 2015, was, in more than one way, the crowning
event of the 2012–2015 Mandel Scholion interdisciplinary research group on “Picture Power: Kings
and Rulers in the Near East from 3000 B.C. to 1700 A.D.” Scholars from various disciplines and
backgrounds gathered to draw an enticing image of the intercultural dialogue taking place around the
iconography of rulers in the Near East in the course of five millennia of visual and literary history.

On the second day, during the session
entitled “Images in Motion,” Frantz
Grenet (Collège de France) explored
the continuity, from Babylon to
Sasanian Iran and Sogdania, of the
textual and iconographic evidence
for rituals of royal humiliation and
royal substitution. Galit Noga-Banai
(HUJI) presented the image of the
Temple spoils on the arch of Titus as
the earliest visual frame of Jerusalem
taken in Rome, and as the legitimizing
basis for Roman-made Jerusalem
compositions created when Jerusalem
had become a Christian center.
During the session devoted to “Royal
Glory,” Michael Shenkar (recently
appointed to HUJI) examined images
of “royal glory/fortune” in ancient
Iranian textual and iconographic
productions, and concluded that
the concept was not an essential
component of Achaemenian, Parthian,
and early Sasanian royal legitimacy, but
only of late Sasanian royal ideology.
Raanan Eichler (HUJI) opened the
“King & Messiah” session with his
views on the biblical accounts and
attitudes relating to Solomon’s throne
as a symbol of kingship, through a
study of the texts and imagery related

to royal thrones in ancient East
Mediterranean cultures. Emine Fetvaci
(Boston University) then conducted
an analysis of the evolution of the
depiction of the Ottoman sultan
Murad III during his reign, showing
his association with the heroes of the
Shahnama of Firdawsi, then with the
Prophet Muhammad in a Sufi mode.
Later on the second day, the
participants were welcomed by curators
of the Israel Museum on a tour of
selected works emphasizing the ruler’s
image in various cultures and times.
The participants added their own
skilled touches to the presentation of
the objects, offering to the group a
unique opportunity to discuss royal
imagery with specialists in front of
beautiful specimens of ancient art.
The last day of the workshop began
with a tour of the Rockefeller Museum,
led by members of the Picture Power
Group, followed (back on the Safra
Campus) by a session entitled “Sitting
Like a Sultan” that opened with
Dana Brostowsky Gilboa’s (HUJI)
exploration of the image of the ruler
Badr al-Dı̄n Lu’lu’ in the medieval
Islamic Book of Songs, and of its
visual origins. Tawfiq Da’adli (HUJI)
proposed a comparison of the imagery
of power in Timurid and Mughal
manuscripts that, although deriving
from a common source, reflect different
political, religious, and ideological
views.
The next session, “Monumental
View,” began with a presentation of
monumental palaces of the Assyrian
Empire by David Kertai (Tel Aviv
University), focusing on architectural
means to accommodate royal (in)visibility and (in)accessibility over time.
Anna Gutgarts-Weinberger (HUJI)
then dealt with the topography of
Frankish Jerusalem, reshaped by the
Frankish rulers partly to inscribe in its
architecture a new concept of sacred
kingship.

With the last session, “Ancient
Rulers – Modern Ideas,” a Weberian
perspective on rulership in the Near
East was proposed by Michael Sommer
(Oldenburg University), on the basis of
a vast panorama of (non)visual images
of kingship from the Neo-Assyrian
Empire, Israel, Phoenicia, Persia, Rome,
and from Alexander to Justinian.
The final lecture was given by Dror
Wahrman (HUJI) who offered, besides
an analysis of an extraordinary artifact
prepared for August the Strong (the
Thron des Großmoguls), an insightful
reflection on the limits of princely
power and of royal presentation.
Arlette David presented some
concluding remarks on three amazing
days of intensive discussions conducted
by the participants during sessions,
events, lunch breaks, and every available
moment in between.
The following day was spent in a tour
of the Old City under the guidance of
several members of the group.
To sum up, the imagery, textual
productions, and architectural features
presented during this workshop tell,
beyond their cultural, temporal, and
local specificity, a story of continuity in
their use of similar means engineered
to glorify the ruler. This common
endeavor was reached by using welltried images and metaphors, gaining
status by reference to a prestigious
past, with a careful manipulation of
the models to deliver the updated
profile of a contemporaneous ruler.
By simultaneously building the ruler
as a hero, a priest, and a bureaucrat,
the propagandist machinery strived
to evince the patron’s superior status
by featuring his image, narrative, and
charisma in a way strangely similar to
yet different from all rulers before him.
In keeping with the political, courtly,
or religious preoccupations of the
times, we have seen this image evolve
the way a public campaign nowadays
fluctuates to fit the demands of its
patron and to target a certain audience,
borrowing relevant ideas and motifs
from other contexts.

Annual Research Field Trip

By Raanan Eichler

Each year, the senior research
group plans and runs a field trip
for all of our scholars. Given the
“Picture Power” group’s focus
on continuity in conceptions of
power, it is not surprising that
it took us, on March 19–20, to
sites that represent a variety of
periods and cultures.
On the first day, we set out early to
the Elah Valley, of David-and-Goliath
fame, in the Judean lowlands. On
the way, we passed Tel Azekah and
heard a short lecture on the site from
Raanan Eichler, who spoke about its
significance in the biblical period. An
Assyrian document from the eighth
century BCE describes the city of
Azekah as having “countless towers that
project to the sky like iron daggers,”
and one of the Lachish letters, a
collection of Judahite inscriptions from
the early sixth century BCE, mentions
the last days of the city before falling to
the Babylonian forces. The participants
were given a photocopy of the Lachish

letter, written in ancient Hebrew script,
and encouraged to try their hand at
deciphering it.
After a short drive we reached Khirbet
Qeiyafa, a site excavated by Prof. Yosef
Garfinkel of the Hebrew University.
There we were given a guided tour by
Dr. Uzi Leibner and Peter Zilberg, of
our “A Question of Identity” group.
The site is encircled by an impressive
wall, and the excavation uncovered
two gates, a fact that led the excavator
to identify the site as the biblical
settlement She‘arayim (“Two-Gates”).
The site is dated to the end of the
eleventh and early tenth centuries BCE,
a period subject to a fierce debate in
scholarship regarding the historicity
of the biblical narratives that describe
an organized kingdom in Judah at the
time. During the tour, we discussed
the implications of the urban planning
and fortification that were discovered
at the site.
From there we traveled a few miles west
and a few thousand years forward to
the Eshkol Power Station in Ashdod.
Einat Keren, of the “The Emergence
of Modern Hebrew” group, prepared
us for the visit with a lecture on the
Modern Hebrew word for electricity,
titled “H. ashmal: An Ancient Word
with a New Meaning?” Ancient
Near Eastern peoples were familiar
with static electricity; they knew that
rubbing amber or other materials on
cloth or cat fur causes the material to
attract light objects, such as feathers.
The English scientist William Gilbert
dubbed materials with this quality

electricus, after the Greek word elektron,
meaning “amber-like.” From English,
the word “electric” spread to other
European languages, including Yiddish.
The Hebrew word h. ashmal appears
only three times in the Bible, all in the
book of Ezekiel. Its original meaning
is unclear, but most scholars agree
that it refers to something shiny. The
Septuagint translated it as elektron. In
1880, the Hebrew poet Judah Leib
Gordon wrote a poem that applied the
word h. ashmal to electricity, giving it the
meaning that it now has in everyday
Hebrew usage.
At the power station, we were shown
the outdoor coal storage area. We heard
from our guide that small, spontaneous
fires start daily among the huge mounds
of coal and must be suppressed, and
we saw how grass grows naturally on
some of the mounds. The coal is led
to the area by an enormous conveyor
belt from a docking station hundreds
of meters out at sea, and we observed
a vessel in the midst of unloading; the
coal for the plant comes from South
Africa, Indonesia, and Colombia. The
plant has two smokestacks, only one
of which could be seen emitting white
fumes into the air. We learned that both
towers are active, and that it is actually
the fume-emitting smokestack that is
the cleaner one: it is equipped with
a filtration device that involves water
vapor, which creates the visible fumes;
the unfiltered emissions from the other
tower are invisible.
Our next stop in Ashdod was the
Corinne Mamane Museum of

Philistine Culture, where we were
given a tour by its curator. The
oxymoronically-named institution
vivifies its artifacts by accompanying
them with whimsical cartoons
illustrating what Philistine life might
have been like. Here was also an
opportunity for Dr. Arlette David, of
the “Picture Power” group, to discuss
the nature of the famous reliefs, in
the mortuary temple of Ramesses III
in Medinet Habu, that depict land
and naval battles against “the sea
peoples,” who included the Philistines.
David stressed that the context of
the reliefs and their insertion into a
complex environment of religious
and metaphorical nature must lead
to extreme caution in the analysis of
their scenes, which were not intended
to offer an historical narrative of the
depicted events.
The tour of the museum was rounded
off with a presentation by Dana
Brostowsky Gilboa and Liat Naeh on
the dialogue that developed between
them while working together in the
“Picture Power” group. Using the motif
of the royal throne as a case study, they
showed how exposure to appearances
of this motif from eras and cultures
belonging to their very different
research ambits spurred new directions
of thinking in their respective projects.

From Ashdod we headed southward to
Ashkelon, where we were given a tour
of a beachside Roman burial cave by
Saar Ganor of the Israel Antiquities
Authority. Ganor, and Dr. Galit NogaBanai of the “Picture Power” group,
spoke about the delicate and richly
hued frescoes adorning the cave, dating
to the late third /early fourth centuries
CE.
On the second day we drove to our last
stop, Herodium, after an introductory
lecture by Prof. Daniel Schwartz
on portrayals of Herod by Flavius
Josephus. We were given a tour of the
site, which was a palace and fortress of
King Herod on the edge of the Judean
Desert, by Uzi Leibner, Benny Arubas,
and Peter Zilberg of the “A Question
of Identity” group. From the writings
of Josephus it appears that this site

was especially important for Herod,
and it was there that he chose to be
buried. In the course of the visit we
toured the palace at the summit of the
hill and the refuge caves carved under
it during the Great Jewish Revolt. The
climax was a visit to two sites on the
slopes of the hill: a theater with an
adjoining VIP chamber decorated with
beautiful frescoes, and the remnants of
a mausoleum in which, according to the
proposal of the late Prof. Ehud Netzer,
Herod himself was buried.

Scholion at Ten:
An Evaluation Study
The National Council of Jewish
Women’s Research Institute for
Innovation in Education, under the
direction of Prof. Gad Yair of HUJI’s
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology,
conducted, at our request, an indepth study of Scholion’s first decade
(2002–2012). The data for the study
were supplied by the curriculum vitae
of scores of scholars who were fellows
at Scholion and by in-depth interviews
with some thirty of them. The study
analyzed their experiences especially
insofar as they relate to the Center’s
goals to provide optimal conditions for
research, to foster collaborative efforts
by scholars from different disciplines
and cross-generational cooperation, and
to allow younger scholars something of
an apprenticeship in the academe. The
full report is available on our website,
under “Publications;” there follows its
executive summary.
Executive Summary
Scholion is an Interdisciplinary Research
Center in the Humanities and Jewish
Studies that operates at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem as of 2002.
This Center is the object of the present
evaluation report. Scholion provides
an academic haven for elite research
groups, each of which is composed of
four faculty members and four doctoral

students. Each group works jointly for
a duration of three years. Additionally,
Scholion provides postdoctoral
fellowships for a select group of
scholars, titled ‘Mandel Scholars’.
Among its stated objectives, Scholion
aims to promote interdisciplinary
research in the humanities; to serve as a
scholastic greenhouse for young scholars;
to promote mutual peer learning and the
sharing of knowledge while encouraging
scholars to make their office their
primary workspace; and to promote
cross-generational collaboration among
researchers of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. The present report focuses on
the effectiveness of Scholion in attaining
those aims.
In winter 2014 we conducted in-depth,
semi-structured, interviews with fourteen
faculty members, ten doctoral students,
and six postdoctoral scholars, counting
a total of thirty. All the interviewees
were Scholion members between the
years 2002-2013. Additionally, we
collected updated curricula vitae from
twenty-five faculty members, thirtyone doctoral students, and seventeen
postdoctoral scholars. We analyzed
scholarly productivity using the Coolcite
CV analyzer, forming the database for
the following quantitative analyses. Given
that Scholion has a hundred alumni, the

above response rates are highly satisfying
for both the qualitative and quantitative
parts of this study.
Scholion is made up of top, highly
prolific humanities scholars. The
quantitative analyses indeed describe
a strong academic group, dedicated to
research and to the spread of knowledge
by publishing.
Moreover, this group gets stronger along
the years, with young scholars pushing
ahead, presenting constant growth
in most parameters – total number
of scientific publications, number of
books published and grants gained.
Importantly, faculty members seem also
to be keen to tutor the next generation
of researchers. The qualitative data –
which comprise the bulk of this report –
help explain the growing productivity of
Scholion members along the years and
the effectiveness of this unique academic
framework.
During qualitative data analyses we came
up with the following themes: the effect
of time; knowledge sharing; crossgenerational learning; and socialization
to the academic world. It emerges that
the provision of three years for serious
academic work provides scholars with
ample time for delving into personal

research and group work alike, and
provides conditions for a process of
intellectual maturation. During those
three years, Scholion created a unique
multi-disciplinary hub for sharing
knowledge by peer learning, assisted
by physical proximity which enables
ongoing dialogue. The interdisciplinary
nature of the groups percolates new
ideas for individuals and groups alike.
As the groups bring together faculty
members and doctoral students, crossgenerational learning also takes place –
to the advantage of veterans and aspiring
intellectuals alike. Scholion breaks the
traditional structure of the Humanities,
and enables doctoral students to work
closely with several faculty members,
learning the “how to” of doing
research, while enriching their social
and intellectual capital alike. Faculty
members also felt enriched by their joint
work with doctoral students. Lastly and of no lesser importance - is the
strong process of socialization for life in
the academic world. Ongoing knowledge
sharing and cross-generational learning
that span over three years seem to
affect all participants. It is a powerful
mechanism where young scholars are
being introduced to academe, acquiring
new skills that increase their prospects
of attaining an academic position in a
dwindling market.

The German-Hebrew Dialogue in the Multilingual Era
In 1909, Martin Buber addressed the first congress for the Hebrew language in
Berlin. Speaking in German, he began: “Unfortunately, I must speak about the
Hebrew language in a foreign tongue, as I am not able to think in the Hebrew
language and I do not want to translate my thoughts, which are thought in the
foreign language, into my own but less known language.” According to Buber,
Hebrew was his “own” tongue, even if it was less familiar to him than his native
tongue, German. This peculiar statement, which reveals the ambivalence that many
German-Jewish writers of the early twentieth century harbored toward monolingual
national movements, was the point of departure for the international workshop
“The German-Hebrew Dialogue in the Multilingual Era,” held on June 18, 2015
in the new Jack, Joseph, and Morton Mandel School for Advanced Studies in the
Humanities. Organized by Mandel Postdoctoral Fellow Rachel Seelig, and presented
by the Mandel Scholion Center with support from the Franz Rosenzweig Minerva
Research Center, the workshop brought together nine speakers from Israel, Germany,
and the United States and attracted a large and varied audience.
Commemorating fifty years of diplomatic relations between Germany and Israel,
the workshop was dedicated to “German-Hebrew studies,” an emerging field that
challenges the physical, temporal, and linguistic boundaries of both German-Jewish
Studies and Hebrew literary studies. Moving beyond concepts like rupture and
trauma that dominate German-Jewish Studies, and calling into question the Zionist
narrative underlying the study of Hebrew literature, the presentations focused on
migration, bilingualism, intercultural dialogue, and translation – relational concepts
that expose the mutual influence of German and Hebrew literary cultures as well
as the limits of the disciplinary boundaries within which they are traditionally
studied. The presenters showed that German-Hebrew exchange is not only a product
of increasing German-Israeli encounters but also a response to a tension that
exists in both Germany and Israel between monolingual national ideology and an
increasingly multilingual reality brought on by migration and globalization.

To conclude: The institutional structure
of Scholion accounts for the success of
the Scholioners. Importantly, we identify
a dual movement of (a) training a new
generation of scholars for more inclusive
scholarly work - work more open to
interdisciplinarity, and of (b) slowly
generating a change in the mindset of
current generations of scholars, leading
to a wider change of the institutional
culture at the Faculty of Humanities.
Scholion as an interdisciplinary center
helps reform the academic atmosphere
in the Humanities by producing steady
undercurrents of ideas by engaging
scholars in group work and peer
learning. The ideals of peer learning,
interdisciplinarity and collaboration,
coupled with the socialization of
new scholars, all stand at the heart of
Scholion. Those factors work together
to change the culture of the university
toward greater openness, collaboration,
and partnership between scholars.
We leave off this report with nine
recommendations. For example, we
suggest that Scholion should adopt a
working definition of interdisciplinarity,
and that it should provide groups with
a workshop on effective peer learning;
organize yearly seminars for Scholion
veterans in order to maintain and tighten
the scholars’ social capital; install a
clear code of conduct; and include an
organizational consultant who will work
closely with the groups.
By Rachel Seelig

Divided into three sessions, the day included several presentations on bilingualism
and translation in poetry. Lina Barouch (Tel Aviv University) explored the use of
Hebrew terms in the poetry of Paul Celan, as well as Celan’s reception in Hebrew
translation; Na’ama Rokem (University of Chicago) discussed rhythm and languagemixture in the poetry of Ludwig Strauss and Dan Pagis; and Rachel Seelig talked
about the influence of Ludwig Strauss’s self-translation on the bilingual poet Tuvia
Ruebner. These studies of bilingual expression were counterbalanced by papers on
silence and lament. The erasure of German (along with other heritage languages)
within Israeli culture was the focus of a paper on Almog Behar by Ruth Ginsburg
(HUJI), while Galili Shachar (Tel Aviv University) presented vocalized lamentation
as a figure that unites German and Hebrew literatures. Several presentations
focused on transnational spaces of German-Hebrew exchange. Shachar Pinsker
(University of Michigan) introduced the phenomenon of a “Hebrew table” in the
early twentieth-century Berlin coffeehouse; Yael Almog (Center for Literary and
Cultural Research Berlin) showed how Mizrahi Israeli writers living in Berlin today,
such as Mati Shemoelof (who attended the workshop) and Dudu Busi, have revived
and transformed the tradition of a diasporic Hebrew culture; Stefanie Mahrer
(HUJI) discussed the three incarnations of the Schocken publishing house in Berlin,
Jerusalem, and New York; and Amir Eshel (Stanford University) pondered Israeli
artist Dani Karavan’s insertion of Hebrew into the German landscape in the form of
Hebrew-named monuments and public artworks.
Taken together, the presentations revealed a rich field of research that is less invested
in establishing its own borders than in investigating border-crossings. In keeping
with the theme, the highlight of the workshop was the discussion. Moderated by
Yfaat Weiss (who also offered closing remarks), Ofer Ashkenazi, and Vivian Liska,
the discussion revealed the various ways in which the presentations overlap and
pointed to possibilities for future collaborations. The workshop participants are
currently discussing compiling their essays for publication and are very eager to
continue what was a remarkably productive and inspiring “dialogue.”

Images
of Perfection:
An Interdisciplinary Conference
in the Study of Religion

Tuesday, 6 January | Room 2001
Rabin Building, Mount Scopus Campus

Wednesday, 7 January | Room 2001
Rabin Building, Mount Scopus Campus

9:30-11:45

9:00-11:00

Opening Remarks: Eviatar Shulman
(Mandel Scholion) and Shai Secunda
(MBSF)

Attaining Perfection

Divine Perfection
Chair: Daniel R. Schwartz, Academic Head,
Mandel Scholion
Zachary Braiterman (Syracuse):
The Perfect Image: God Inside the Holy
of Holies with Simon the Righteous
& Jean Baudrillard
Moshe Halbertal (HUJI): Perfection in
Jewish Thought
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Monday, 5 January | Room 405
Maiersdorf Faculty Club, Mount Scopus

Jonathan Stavsky (Mandel Scholion):
St. Augustine on Divine Perfection
and the Uniqueness of Scripture

16:30

12:10-13:30

Greetings: Ruth HaCohen, Director, The
Martin Buber Society of Fellows (MBSF)
Yael Ben-Tor, Director, Department
of Comparative Religion (HUJI)
Keynote Addresses: Perfection and
Imperfection in the Study of Religion
Chair: Israel Yuval (Director, The Jack,
Joseph and Morton Mandel School for
Advanced Studies in the Humanities)
Jonathan Garb (HUJI): Perfection and Lack
in Religion: A Comparative View
Justin McDaniel (UPenn): The Trouble with
Perfection: Modern Buddhist Architects
and the Failure to Build Earthly Pure Lands

18:15 Ground Floor of the Rabin Building
The Search for Musical Perfection between
East and West (A Musical Performance)
Perez Eliyaho with Gil Hameiri
and Daniel Yakobson
Reception

Chair: Eitan Grossman (MBSF, HUJI)
Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony (HUJI): ‘A Person
of Silence’: Perfection in Late Antique
Syriac Ascetic Culture
Rupert Gethin (Bristol): Reality Beyond
Conditions: Knowledge and Purification
in Indian Buddhist Thought
Sharon Weisser (TAU): Ratio perfecta: ratio
possibilis? The Attack and Defense of the
Stoic Wise Man
11:20-13:20

Perfection in Life and Death
Chair: Shaul Shaked (HUJI)
Michael Ebstein (MBSF): Divine Men,
Animal Men: Modalities of Human
Perfection in Islamic Mysticism

Constructing Perfection
Chair: Yoram Bilu (HUJI)
Don Handelman (HUJI): Cosmos Organic
and Cosmos Machined: Paiditali’s Kingdom
and The Book of Lord Shang
Mira Balberg (Northwestern):
The Perfection of Action: On the Rabbinic
Vision of Animal Sacrifice

Domenico Agostini (Van Leer Jerusalem
Institute): The Perfect Birth and Seed
of the (Im)perfect Zarathustra
Eviatar Shulman (Mandel Scholion):
Understanding the Buddha’s Death
15:20-17:20

The Idea of Perfection

15:30-17:30

Chair: Yohanan Grinshpon (HUJI)

The Price of Perfection

Jessica Frazier (Oxford Center for Hindu
Studies, UKent): The Eyes of the World:
Approaches to Human Perfection in Hindu
Thought

Chair: Galit Hasan-Rokem (HUJI)
Yonatan Moss (MBSF): Attaining
Perfection: A Late Ancient Greek
Ascetic Journey
Haim Weiss (BGU): The Father’s Gaze:
Reading a Series of Talmudic Stories on
Childrearing and Frustrated Expectations
Shai Secunda (MBSF) and Eva Kiesele
(Princeton): ‘The Path of Work and
Deeds’: Failed Ritual and the Invention of
Zoroastrian Praxis

The Martin Buber Society of Fellows in the Humanities and Social Sciences
Rabin Building, Room 2201, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem 91905
Tel:++972-25883901 | Email: Buber.Fellows@mail.huji.ac.il | www.buberfellows.huji.ac.il

Karin Nisenbaum (Mandel Scholion):
Schelling’s Perfectionism and
Rosenzweig’s Judaism
José María Sánchez de León Serrano
(MBSF): Spinoza on Perfection and Infinity
Closing Remarks: Eviatar Shulman
and Shai Secunda
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Images
of
Perfection
By Eviatar Shulman

In January 2015, a conference titled “Images of Perfection: an Interdisciplinary
Conference in the Study of Religion” was held at the university. Sponsored
in collaboration between Mandel Scholion and the Martin Buber Society of
Fellows, it was convened by Dr. Eviatar Shulman, a post-doctoral fellow at
the Mandel Scholion Center and by Dr. Shai Secunda of the Buber Society,
himself previously a postdoc at Mandel Scholion. The conference assembled
international scholars of diverse religious traditions in order to discuss different
implementations of the idea of perfection.
The underlying idea of the conference was that one way religions can be
defined is through their unique understandings of perfection. Many religions
rely on and cultivate a notion of ultimate truth that grants the social and
cultural world its structural logic and imbues human life with personal and
communal meaning. Although religions share this approach to reality and
to man’s vocation, the object of ultimate perfection is imagined in diverse
ways. That is to say that religions use different “grammars” to speak about
perfection, and a comparative view of these approaches can bring to light
important but hidden assumptions of religious consciousness. A specific
concern of the conference was with the way the notion of perfection can be
channeled and implemented in the world of human beings.
Perfection may be defined as the creator of the universe equipped with or
devoid of a subjective personality; it may be a material or an infinitesimally
subtle substratum of existence; it may be the original nature or the full
manifestation of knowledge, consciousness itself or the true transcendence
of consciousness; it may be above the world or inside it, before it or its future
consummation, its true essence or totality; it may be concretized in an object,
or especially, a text; it may be wholly abstract. Although perfection can be any

or all of these things, each religion makes its idiosyncratic choices in defining its
particular vision of ultimate truth. Appreciating this unifying logic of religious
traditions also allows us to view each tradition’s specificity and the way it diverges
from shared human concerns. These divergences can be seen to result from
historical circumstances or from internal tensions that are embedded in their
phenomenological models.
In other words, most religious traditions – certainly the powerful “world religions”
– rely on a carefully-wrought idea of perfection, and at the same time, perfection
takes a form. Religious traditions manage to uphold this picture despite the fact
that lived reality is blatantly imperfect, replete with pain and decay, nothing a God
would be too proud of, perhaps; it has too many breaks and cleavages to suggest
that anybody perfect instituted it or that it is a perfect order. This is why the
interests of the gathering were in images of perfection. In relation to “perfection”
the original idea had to do no less with the Hebrew shlemut (“wholeness”) than
with mushlam, which translate into the English “perfect(ion).” Thus, discussions did
not focus only on “images of perfection” but also on understandings of wholeness,
cognitions of totality, perceptions of completeness, or ideas of ultimacy. All these
notions relate to each other to some extent and are part of the conceptual map
offered for penetrating the human appropriation of truth that is fundamental to
religious life.
A second important theme of the conference related to the study of religion
as a discipline in the humanities. Religion embodies some of the more valuable
patterns of meaning created by human beings in order to structure their lives and
give order to their worlds. The approach advocated by the conference organizers
was that the study of religion should not focus only on texts and on historical
development, but that these should be read and studied with an eye to the way the
people who use them actively construct their engagement with reality. An explicit
effort of this academic gathering was to begin to define the contexts in which
religion is meaningful in a way that can help free scholarly discussion from the
illusory dichotomy between reason or science, on the one hand, and religion or
belief on the other.
Given the inherent imperfection of reality, nature wished to participate in the
conference and offer its own image of perfection – snow. As the guests were
gathering, weather reports were turning more and more ominous. After the
opening keynote lectures by Jonathan Garb (HUJI) and Justin McDaniel (Univ. of
Pennsylvania), it became clear that changes in the program would have to be made.
The following was a packed, rich day, with presentations by Zachary Braiterman
(Syracuse), Sharon Weisser (TAU) Jonathan Stavsky (Mandel Scholion), Mira
Balberg (Northwestern), Don Handelman (HUJI), Jessica Frazier (Oxford,
University of Kent), Jonathan Moss (MBSF, HUJI), Haim Weiss (BGU), Karin
Nisenbaum (Mandel Scholion) and Shai Secunda. Participants from abroad had to
leave Jerusalem early the following morning, but some of the sporty participants
convened in Tel-Aviv, in Jonathan Stavsky’s apartment, to hear papers by Rupert
Gethin (Bristol) and Eviatar Shulman, and to conclude the discussion.
Although much of the discussion was held under the threat of the deteriorating
weather conditions, participants were greatly enriched by the intellectual climate
of the conference, with its comparative framework and phenomenological focus.
Discussions were fruitful, which left a hope that future gatherings of this sort will
be assembled.

Yael Berberian with first
prize awarded by Dr.
Aynat Rubinstein.
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“Ads Awakening” (Krazot Mit`orerot):
A Digital Transcription Marathon of Pre-statehood Hebrew Posters
By Aynat Rubinstein
In just a few decades around the turn
of the 20th century, an unprecedented
process of language revival and change
took place: Hebrew became a spoken
language again. How did this process
unfold? What were its stages? Since
language change is a gradual and
largely unconscious process, and since
it took place in the now distant past,
in order to answer these questions one
needs access to an historical corpus, a
collection of texts from the relevant
time period. Historical corpora are
especially valuable if they record
spontaneous, unedited language that
is as similar as possible to everyday
conversation. For research purposes,
the corpus must be relatively large,
accurately transcribed, and, of course,
digitized.
It is striking that an historical corpus
is not readily available for studying
the revival of Hebrew, the most
crucial period in the development

of the modern-day language. This
year, cooperation has begun between
Mandel postdoctoral fellow Dr. Aynat
Rubinstein, the Mandel Scholion
research group on the Emergence of
Modern Hebrew, and the National
Library of Israel (NLI) to fill this gap.
In recent years, the NLI has been
scanning ephemeral pieces — posters,
advertisements, postcards, printed
invitations, and the like — in an effort
to make its collections electronically
accessible. It has also engaged the
public to turn each document, which
is initially but a dormant digital image,
into a searchable and retrievable item.
Through its crowdsourcing platform
(Osey He-H. ayil, http://nlics.org/),
anyone with internet access is invited
to contribute information about these
documents, including their date and
place of creation, the language in
which they are written, and keywords
describing their content. Maayan

Almagor, Community Manager at the
NLI, and Dr. Rubinstein, designed
a new task — transcription — that
asks the reader to type a document’s
full textual content. For the NLI,
transcribed materials enrich the catalog.
For the academic community, they are
a valuable new resource on which to
conduct corpus-based research.
The first transcription marathon, “Ads
Awakening”, was launched on Friday,
May 29th this year. A lively crowd of
students, linguists, Hebrew enthusiasts,
historians, and digital humanists met at
the NLI for a morning of lectures and
transcription. This impressive assembly
was led by members of the Emergence
of Modern Hebrew research group
at Mandel Scholion and a team of
the group’s research assistants. One
hundred ephemeral advertisements and
posters written in Hebrew between
1862 and 1941 were included in the
marathon. Alongside transcription,

participants received prizes for
recognizing and reporting special uses
of language in the texts. Everyone was a
“citizen scientist” for the day.
As the fruitful products of the first
marathon flow in, cooperation is
already underway to organize additional
crowdsourcing events of this kind.
Future marathons will aim, first, to
enlarge the size and versatility of the
corpus (for example, by transcribing
personal letters in addition to ads).
Second, more sophisticated annotation
will be added, including grammatical
analysis (e.g., verb, noun, adjective)
of words in the texts. With these
additional layers of information, the
dormant scanned documents will have
fully “awakened”.
Those who are interested in receiving
notification of future activities such as
the above should please inform us at
scholion@huji.ac.il.

news in brief: >>
>>
>>
>>

New quarters: In the spring we moved into the new Mandel Building,
taking over its entire second floor. For the first time, all three
research groups are now together, alongside the postdoctoral fellows
and our staff. The move into the new building also made real the
incorporation of Mandel Scholion into the Jack, Joseph and Morton
School for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, of which the other
units are our neighbors in the new building.
Prizes and Fellowships: Chanan Ariel (of our “Emergence of Modern
Hebrew” group) has received a Rotenstreich doctoral fellowship;
Raanan Eichler (of the “Picture Power” group) has received a
Rothschild Fellowship and will be spending next year at Harvard
University; Dr. Geoffrey Herman (member of our “Question of Identity” group) has received the Rosenthal
Prize in Talmudic Studies for his work in the field of Irano-Talmudica; Dr. Katelyn Mesler (Mandel
postdoctoral fellow) has received a postdoctoral fellowship at the Sidney M. Edelstein Center for the History
and Philosophy of Science, Technology and Medicine; and Dr. Jonathan Stavsky (Mandel postdoctoral
fellow) has accepted an appointment as senior lecturer at Tel-Aviv University, to begin in October 2016.
Mandel Scholion Library: This year saw the appearance of Encounters by the Rivers of Babylon, the proceedings
of a 2011 conference organized by Mandel Fellows Shai Secunda and Uri Gabbay. And another two volumes
went to press and are expected to appear soon: the conference volume of our “Interpretive Imagination”
research group and a special issue of the Journal of Jewish Languages, edited by Prof. Edit Doron of our
“Emergence of Modern Hebrew” group and with contributions by members of that group.

Raanan Eichler

Dr. Katelyn Mesler

Save the dates
December 2015 will be a busy month: Dec. 3: symposium in memory of Dr. Sharon
Zuckerman (member of our “Archaeologies of Memory” group); Dec. 15–17:
international conference on “Practical Postulates,” organized by Dr. Karin
Nisenbaum, a Mandel postdoctoral fellow; Dec. 31: annual lecture marathon of
candidates for Mandel postdoctoral fellowships. July 4–7: concluding conference of
“Emergence of Modern Hebrew” group.
For additional information please visit our website.

Dr. Jonathan Stavsky

Dr. Geoffrey Herman
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